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Abstract--In this paper, several algorithms for the matrix polynomial division are taken into consld- 
eration. Such algorlthm~ represent extensions of known parallel algorithms for the scalar polynomial 
division with rernP, inder. The interest resides in the comparison of the parallel computational cost of 
these algorlthm~ in the general non scalar case. 
1. INTRODUCTION AND PREL IMINARIES  
Given two p x p polynomial matrices N(s) and D(s), detD(s) being a polynomial not identi- 
cally equal to zero, the matrix polynomial division problem consists in finding the unique p x p 
polynomial matrices Q(s) and R(s) such that: 
N(s) -- Q(s)D(s) + R(s), (1.1) 
where R(s)D-l(s) is a strictly proper rational matrix, which means that its entries are proper 
rational functions. 
In this paper, some parallel algorithms for the solution of matrix polynomial division are 
considered, and the resulting parallel costs are tabulated to allow a comparative analysis. These 
algorithms imply extend the parallel algorithms for the scalar polynomial division presented 
in [1-3]. 
The parallel cost of the algorithms will be given in terms of time (T) and of number of processors 
(P).  The model of parallel computation used here is quite usual in the literature (see, for 
example, [4]): 
(1) any number of processors can be used at any time; 
(2) each processor can perform any arithmetic operation; 
(3) data communication is free; 
(4) access to shared data is free. 
This model of computation is a primitive version of the PRAM. In such a model, P indipendent 
processors hare a large primary memory, from which they can obtain any piece of information 
in unit time. With respect o the PRAM, no memory access discipline [5] is taken into account, 
nor the problem of processor allocation considered [6]. 
In order to describe the algorithms it is useful to introduce some notations and preliminary 
results. 
Let F ,  = (fij) be the Fourier matrix of order n. Denote by Enm the matrix of order nm 
Enm = Fn ® Im (® denotes the tensor product, i.e., A ® B = (aijB)). It follows that Enm = 
P(Im ® Fn)P T, where P is an n x m block permutation matrix with m x n blocks Pij, Pij = 
e(r")~(n)Tj i , i = 1, 2,.. .  ,n, j = 1, 2,..  ., m, e~ h) being the i-th column of the identity matrix of 
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order h. It is possible to prove that any n x n block circulant matrix C with blocks of order m 
can be block diagonalised by the similarity transformation E~mCEnm. 
The following results are straightforward generalizations of those obtained in the scalar case. 
Result 1 
Given the n block vector V = (VoT0, V/r1 , . . . ,  V~,_t) T with blocks of order m, the computation 
of E,,mV can be carried out by performing m2DFT of order n, therefore the resulting parallel 
complexity is T = O(log , )  parallel steps on P = O(m2n) processors. 
Result 
Both the product of two m x m matrix polynomials of degree n- 1 and the product of an n x n 
block triangular Toeplitz matrix with square blocks of order m by an n block vector with square 
blocks of order m, can be computed in T = O(log n + log m) parallel steps on O(m~'n)proceesors, 
where w is the exponent of matrix multiplication. 
Consider the algebra Tt,m of n x n block e-circulant matrices with blocks of order m, generated 
over the real field R by the matrix Kt = Ht ® In, Ht = (h~.~)), 
i if j=i+l, 
h~;)= if i=n , j= l ,  
otherwise. 
In [1] it is shown that any n x n e-circulant matrix A, 6 T,,t can be diagon~i~ed by the 
following similarity transformation: 
F.U D[*A.D.F., 
where/9, = diag(1, 6, 62,..., 6("-1)) and 6 = el/-. 
More generally, any n x n block e-circulant matrix (7, E Tc,m can be block diagonalized by the 
following similarity transformation: 
(FYD71 ® I,) O,(D,F, ® I,). 
From these arguments, it is clear that an algorithm similar to that shown in the proof of 
Proposition 3.1 in [1] can be used here. Taking into consideration Result 1, and recalling that 
the inversion of an m x m matrix can be performed by using the iterative algorithm of [7] with 
O(log 2 m) parallel steps on O(m ~) processors, the following result holds. 
Result 3 
The system CoX = Y where Cc is an n x n block ¢-circulant matrix with square blocks of 
order m and Y is an n block vector with square blocks of order m, can be solved by using 
T = O(log n + log s m) parallel steps on O(m~n) processors. 
2. THE PROBLEMS OF MATRIX POLYNOMIAL DIVISION AND OF BLOCK 
TRIANGULAR TOEPLITZ MATRIX INVERSION 
The problem of matrix polynomial division can be formulated in three equivalent versions, 
similarly to the presentation i  [2] for the scalar polynomial division. 
Problem 1 
Given two p × p polynomial matrices N(s) and D(s), detD(s) being a polynomial not identically 
equal to zero, find the unique p × p polynomial matrices Q(s) and R(s) such that (1.1) holds. 
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Let D(s) be column reduced [8] with column degrees ui, i = 1,2, . . .  ,p; let vi, i = 1,2, . . .  ,p, be 
the column degrees of N(s), and u = max{ui,i = 1,2, . . .  ,p}, ! = u+max{vi-u~,i = 1,2, . . .  ,p}. 
It turns out that D(s), N(s), and R(s) can be written as: 
D(s) = (D, + D,_a, -! +. . .  + Do s-") H(s),  
N(s) = s +. . .  + IV0 , - " )  H(s), 
R(s) = (R -x s - i  + . . .  + Ro s H(s), 
where Du is nonsingular, H(s) = Diag(s u~ ,on2,..., s u,). Finally, let r = I -  u, then 
Q(8) = Q,8 r "~- Qr--a 8r--1 .~. ....~. Q1 8 "~- QO. 
Once the polynomial matrix Q(s) is available, matrix R(s) can be easily computed by means 
of (1.1), then Problem 1 can be reduced to the following problem. 
Problem 
Solve the linear system BQ = N, where B = A T, A being an (r + 1) × (r + 1) block Toeplitz 
upper triangular matrix, with square blocks of size p, namely 
I D i Du-1 . . . . . .  Dr,_,. I Du D,_a .. • Du-r.}.l 
a = : : "'. i , (2.1) 
... 0 D,  D ,_  1 ! 
• .. 0 0 Du } 
~T ._ [~r ,~r - l , . . - ,  ~0], NT = [NI,Ni-1, . . .  ,Nu]. 
Let C(s) - Du+Du_ls+...+Dos u, consider the polynomial matrix V(s) = C- l ( s )  mod s,+l = 
Vo + Van + ... + Vrs r. We have that the block vector [V0, V1,... ,  Vr] coincides with the first block 
row of A -1 since V~ - Qr-i ,  i - 0, 1 , . . . ,  r, where Q(s) = Qo + Qa s + ... + Qr s r is the quotient 
polynomial matrix of the division of sr H ( s ) by D( 8 ) = (Dr, + D,-  l S -1 + ... +Do s-" ) H ( s ). Note 
that matrix A -1 is a block upper triangular Toeplitz matrix and all the information needed to 
represent it is contained in its first block row. Therefore, the computation of B -a is equivalent 
to the following problem. 
Problem 3 
Compute V(s) --C-I(s) rood s r+l. 
Once Problem 3 is solved, the coefficient matrices Qr, Qr -1 , . . . ,  Q0 can be computed by per- 
forming the product B-1N, with B = A T. 
3. ALGORITHMS FOR MATRIX  POLYNOMIAL  DIV IS ION 
In this section we discuss four algorithms which can solve the previously described problems, 
under the assumption that the computation is over the field of real constants. 
Algo,'i hm (i) 
Given the (r + 1) x (r + 1) block lower triangular Toeplitz matrix B with blocks of size p [9], 
the computation of B -x can be carried out by using the following divide-and-conquer algorithm: 
(a) Partition B as 
and consider the linear system BX - E, where X - [xTxT] T, E T ---- [ET0], Ex being 
the (p(r + 1)//2) x p matrix E1 -" lip, 0, 0 , . . . ,  0] 2". 
(b) Compute the matrix X1 -1 = B~(r+x)12Ex (recursive step). 
-1 t ~/~t)X1, where S L' + U I and LI(U I) is a (c) Compute the matrix X~ = -B~(r+D/~(L + = 
block lower (upper) triangular Toeplitz matrix. 
22:7-D 
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Note that the inverse of a block lower (upper) triangular Toeplitz matrix is itself a block lower 
(upper) triangular Toeplitz matrix, so that the matrix X COntAiM all the information eeded to 
represent B -1. 
From Result 2, by using the p × p matrix inversion algorithm of [7], it readily follows that the 
computation of B -1 can be evaluated according to the recurrence relations 
T(p(r + 1)) = T(p(r + 1)/2) + O(log r + logp), 
T(p) -- O(log 2 p), 
P(p(r + 1)) = max{P(~),  O(p'~r)}, 
P(p) = o ( f ) .  
Then the resulting cost of the computation of B -1 is T = O(log 2 rp), P - O( f r ) .  Note that, 
in the special case of block diagonal matrices Du = I, the resulting computational coat of this 
algorithm is reduced to the bounds T = O(log2 r + log r log p), P = O(Ifr). 
Algo h  (iO 
In [1], a precision approximate algorithm has been presented to compute the inverse of a given 
Toeplitz triangular matrix. Here we give an extension of this algorithm to the case of block 
triangular Toeplitz matrix. 
Let Ba be the (r + 1) x (r + 1) block matrix with blocks of size p: 
B, aB._l . . . . . .  uBu-r 1 B,-r  Bu o'Bu-1 • .. o'Bu-r+l 
B~, -- : : : ".. : , 
t Bu-2 ... Bu-r Bu uBu_l 
\ B . - I  . . . . . .  B. - r  B .  
consider the p linear systems: 
B,x ,  = E (3.1) 
where E= [Ip,O,O,...,O] T. 
Note that B~ "1 has the same structure as Ba, so that matrix Xo contains all the information 
to represent B~ "1. 
From Result 3 (with ~ - 1/~), it readily follows that system (3.1) can be solved by using 
T = O(log2 p + log r) parallel steps on P = O(rt/~) processors. 
Note that no reduction of the computational cost can be achieved by this algorithm, in the 
special case of block diagonal matrices D, = I. 
The approximate computation described above can be turned into an exact one by means 
of the interpolation technique used in [1]. In a parallel enviroment, when switching from the 
approximate to the exact computation, it is only necessary to increase the number of processors, 
leaving the number of steps asymptotically the same. Choosing ~ri, i = 0, 1, . . . ,  p (r+ 1) such that 
~i ~ ~j if i i~ ], the solution of the linear systems BX = E can be computed by the following 
algorithm: 
(a) compute detB = (detD,) r+l, detBa, and solve Bq, Xo~ = E,  i = 0,1, . . .  ,p (r + 1); 
(b) compute ~¢1 = (~+ldetBq~)/detB, i = 0, 1,... ,p ( r+ 1), where d = (~+1) is the solution 
of Z2"d = e(1),Z = (zij),zij = (~-1) y-l,  where e0) is the first column of the identity 
matrix of order p(r+ 1) + 1; 
(r+l)p 
(c) compute ~ ~1X¢,  = X. 
0 
Since matrix Z does not depend on the elements of B, the first row of Z -1 can be a~umed as 
a given vector. Therefore, Stage (b) costs only O(1) steps and O(rp) processor. Noting that the 
computation of the determinant of a p x p matrix can be accomplished with T = O(logSp) steps 
and P = O( f ' )  processors [7], then T = O(logap+logr) steps and P = O(e~f +1) p r ~  
suffice to carry out the algorithm. These bounds hold even in the special case of block diagonal 
matrices Du = I. 
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Algorithms (iii-iv) 
These algorithms are devoted to the solution of Problem 3 and make use of the formulas 
C-i(s) mod s "+i = E(s) i rood s r+l D :  1 
= C~o ( I+E(s)~')modsr+l)D~l 
where E(s) = -(DjlD,_is + DjID,_~ s ~ + ... + Dj IDo s") and h = pog2(r + 1) l [3]. 
The first stage of both the algorithms consists of the computation of D~ i. We have: 
A~GO~ITHM (Ill). 
(a) compute E(s) 2' rood s r+l, i = O, 1,..., h - 1; 
(b) compute (h~oi(I-F E(s)2') mod sr+l) D~ 1. 
From Result 2, by using the p xp matrix inversion algorithm of [7], it follows that Algorithm (iii) 
can be carried out in T = O(log 2 rp) parallel steps on P = O(//#r) processors. 
ALGORITHM (IV). 
(a) compute Rj - E(wj) modsr+l,j = 1, 2,..., r+  1, where wj are the (r+ 1)-th roots of the 
unity; 
(b) compute R~',i - 0,1,... ,h - 1,j = 1 ,2 , . . . , r+  1; 
h-1  
(c) compute Yj = I] (I-{- R]'),j-- 1,2,...,r+1; 
0 
(d) compute (F~I ® Ip)Y, where Y = (Y1T,YT,... ,YrT+I) T. 
From Result 1 and Result 2, by using the p x p matrix inversion algorithm of [7], it follows that 
algorithm (iv) can be carried out in T = O(log2 p + log r log p) parallel steps on P - O( f r  log r) 
processors. 
When Du - I, the number of parallel steps of algorithms (iii) and (iv) is reduced to T - 
O(log 2 r + log r log p) and T - O(log r log p), respectively. 
Once any of the algorithms (i), (ii), (iii) or (iv) have been carried out, the coefficient ma- 
trices Qf,Qr-1,...,Qo can be computed by performing the matrix multiplication B-1N in 
T - O(log r + logp) parallel steps on P - O(rp ~) processors, thus not affecting the total com- 
putational complexity. 
Table 1. 
Paral lel steps Parallel steps Processors 
General  case D,~ -- I 
i) ooog 2,.p) o(b~, +Iog,'logp) 0(¢,') 
ii) ooog 3 p + log,.) o0o@ p + log 0 o@ '~+~,a) 
i~) ooog2,-p) o0o@,- + Iog,-1o~p) o(¢,-) 
iv) o0os2p+los,logp) O0og,losp) O(¢~logO 
In "I~ble 1 the computational cost of the methods described above is reported. From the 
analysis of these results, we derive the following considerations. Algorithms (i) and (iii) have the 
same computational cost and their performance, in terms of the number of parallel steps, is the 
worst, for any value ofp and r. Algorithms (ii) and (iv), which require the same order of parallel 
steps in the scalar case (p = 1), show a different behavior for p > 1; Algorithm (ii) requires less 
parallel steps than Algorithm (iv), except in the case log r - o(log ~ p), but it requires the highest 
number of processors. 
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Note that when many problems, whose polynomial divisor matrices have the ssme coefficient 
matrix D, ,  must be solved, then a preprocessing phase, consisting of the computation of D~ "I, 
can be detected in the previously shown algorithms. From Table I, it appears that the order of 
parallel steps required by Algorithms (i),(iii) and (iv) can be reduced, by using this technique, 
while Algorithm (ii) does not take any advantage from the preprocessing phase. 
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